
How To Make\Play Moving Ring 
Toss

What better way to spend your afternoon than playing 
a fun game of ring toss?!

By: Torrence Bosanko



Introduction:

On a sunny afternoon, what could be better than playing a nice game of ring toss 
at the carnival with some friends? Well, this how-to is going to show you how to make 
your own MOVING ring toss and play it with some friends. Just like at the Carnival! Just 
follow these simple and easy steps and you can have fun in your own living room!



1. Materials/What you need:
.A variety of sizes of boxes (these do not relate to the cardboard)

.About 7 toilet paper/ paper towel rolls total

.An open space on the floor

.Duck tape (Any color you would like)

.Popsicle sticks

.Scissors

.Some super cool partners and helpful parents

.Hot glue gun

.MANY PIECES CARDBOARD!!! (NO CERTAIN SIZE REQUIRED)

YOU MAY ALSO HAVE PRIZES! 
(OPTIONAL)



2. Permission:

Make sure that before you start this project, that  you have permission. Ask your 
parents or guardian if it is okay to make a ring toss game. You also want to make 
sure that you have the time to make it. This game will take up about 30 minutes to 
1 hour depending on the size you want it to be. If you have a sports event or 
something that you are doing in 5 minutes, then might  I suggest that you do this 
project later.

Keep in mind that you will have to have your game 
be a size actually possible to fit a real life human 
inside.



3.  Preparing The Boxes
1. Cut some boxes open to a point where they are able to open up so that you can walk 

right through the side of the box. (DO NOT USE ALL)
2. Use the rest of the boxes to make the outside of the game by cutting along the 

corners and taping them together. (Remember, the size of the added boxes is the 
size of your game)

3. Make sure that you leave the boxes in a straight line (DO NOT TAPE IT IN A 
SQUARE/CIRCLE!!)

4. Take the taped boxes then, grab the first cut boxes and tape them together to fit the 
top of the other line.

5. Now you are able to tape the straight line together to fit the other boxes that will soon 
become the top. 

6. Make sure you leave one flap open for resaons of opening, closing, getting in, and 
getting out



3. Preparing The Boxes Continued

1. Take your trusty pair of scissors and cut  a small hole about the size of the 
bottom of a plastic cup

2. Tape the top of the box (the boxes that are fit to go on the top of the box) onto 
the circle/square

3. At this point you are able to get in and out of the box, so get in using the flap 
and see how it feels



4. Making The Rings:

1. Now, (If the boxes are not standing up straight) stand the boxes up and look at 
your design. Make sure you like how it looks before you continue these steps.

2. Take your cardboard and mark the size 1 half of an inch bigger than the regular 
size around the toilet paper rolls. 

3. Cut around the marks making 5-7 rings 
4. I prefer you only use 3 rings per game. It is just easier to have extras just in 

case.



5. Making The Platform

1. Grab a large piece of cardboard and cut a circle 3 feet in diameter
2. Put circle aside for later
3. Take your popsicle sticks and tape them in a straight line
4. Now, take your circle out and stick a hole right in the middle of the circle  with the 

popsicle sticks and hot glue and tape securely into place 



6. Inserting The Poles:

1. Take your toilet paper rolls and paper towel rolls and place them 
randomly on the platform (You do not have to use all)

2. Once you get the design that you like, you may (WITH PARENTS 
SUPERVISION) start to hot glue and tape the rolls into place

3. You are able to place a few of the extra pt and tp rolls on the box 
itself



7. How To Play:

1. Grab a super nice partner that would like to get in the box and spin the platform
2. Now you will need a volunteer that wants to play your moving ring toss
3. Take all of your rings and hand 3 of them to the player
4. Each roll counts as one point so if they land the ring on on roll it is 1 point, 2 rolls 

are 2 points, 3 rolls are 3 points. So the highest score per round is 3 points.(You 
can change the score if you want it higher)

5. You can limit the rounds if you want or you can have it be endless
6. You can also hand out prizes to the highest scorer at the end of the day if you 

want to



8. Conclusion

I hope that you found this guide helpful to turning a boring old chilling out day into a 
really fun one! My friends and I did this and it was a really interesting experience for 
all 4 of us. I tried to make this project as easy as I could so the time wouldn't be TOO 
stressful. I hope you accomplished your goal because I did if you did. Have a great 
rest of your day!



9. (I guess) GOOD LUCK

I hope this project turned out well for you and your partners!!


